Highly tunable SrTiO$_3$/DyScO$_3$ heterostructures for applications in the terahertz range
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Several types of multilayer structures based on SrTiO$_3$ and DyScO$_3$ thin films were prepared by laser ablation. The dielectric properties of these samples without and under applied static or low-frequency electric field at room temperature were determined in the terahertz spectral range by time-domain terahertz spectroscopy. We demonstrate up to 65% variation of the permittivity of SrTiO$_3$ films and up to 33% modulation of the power transmission of terahertz waves at 500 GHz and 100 V (67 kV/cm) bias. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2822409]

The optical or electrical control of the propagation of terahertz radiation is of high importance in the current terahertz technology and has recently received considerable attention. $^{1–3}$ Ferroelectric materials are suitable for the modulation of the real part of the permittivity by applied bias or temperature. $^{4}$ Strontium titanate [(SrTiO$_3$) (STO)] is an incipient ferroelectric material. Its dielectric behavior is fully controlled by the soft mode which exhibits a frequency decrease upon cooling, while the material remains paraelectric down to the lowest temperatures due to quantum fluctuations. $^{5}$ This leads to an increase of the permittivity of STO and of its tunability with decreasing temperature.

Strain is one of the important factors affecting the ferroelectric properties of STO because of its strong coupling to the polarization. It is possible to prepare epitaxial thin STO films on different substrates with the aim to finely tune the lattice mismatch between STO and the substrate material and the strain within the film, namely, a ferroelectric phase transition can be induced in STO thin films by a tensile strain. $^{6,7}$ The transition temperature can be increased by a suitable substrate choice and the material can be made more suitable for room temperature applications.

The properties of STO grown on DyScO$_3$ (DSO) substrates have been extensively studied during the last years. $^{8–11}$ In this letter, we report on the terahertz dielectric properties and tunability of STO/DSO multilayer structures deposited on DSO substrates. We compare the results with those previously obtained with a 300 nm STO film deposited on a sapphire substrate (sample STO-s). $^{3}$

The STO thin film structures were prepared by pulsed laser deposition on (110)-oriented $10 \times 10 \times 0.9$ mm$^3$ DSO substrates in an on-axis geometry using a KrF laser ($\lambda$=248 nm; pulse width 25 ns, and a fluence of 2.5 J/cm$^2$). $^{12}$ The targets were a single crystal of STO and a DSO polycrystal. $^{13}$ The substrates were positioned directly onto a SiC resistive heater, and an O$_2$ partial pressure of 0.2 Pa was used. An interdigitated gold electrode structure was deposited onto the multilayers so that it covered about half of the sample surface. It was prepared by lift-off photolithography using 20 nm Nb/300-nm-thick Au films deposited by dc magnetron sputtering. The 6 $\times$ 6 mm$^2$ interdigitated structure consisted of 5 $\mu$m wide gold lines and 15 $\mu$m wide gaps. $^{3}$ The electrode fingers were parallel to the [011] direction of the DSO substrate (notation of Ref. 7). The electrodes act as a polarizer with a high transmittance for the terahertz electric field $E_{THz}$[010]. The experiments were made under normal incidence, i.e., the wave vector of the terahertz radiation was parallel to the [101] direction of the DSO substrate. Four samples were prepared.

(a) First is a single bare 100-nm-thick STO layer (sample 1 $\times$ 100A). The substrate temperature during the deposition was about 40 °C higher than for the other samples.

(b) Second is a single 100-nm-thick STO with the electrodes deposited on top (sample 1 $\times$ 100B).

(c) Third is a multilayer with the electrodes consisting of four STO/DSO bilayers where the thickness of each layer was 50 nm, i.e., the total thickness of STO was 200 nm (sample 4 $\times$ 50).

(d) Fourth is a multilayer with the electrodes consisting of 20 STO/DSO bilayers where the thickness of each layer was 10 nm, i.e., with the total STO thickness of 200 nm (sample 20 $\times$ 10).

For the terahertz time-domain experiments, we used a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser oscillator. Linearly polarized terahertz probing pulses were generated using an interdigitated photoconducting switch $^{14}$ and detected using the usual electro-optic sampling scheme with a 1-mm-thick [110] ZnTe crystal. $^{15}$

In a first series of experiments we have determined the complex permittivity spectra of the STO layers without bias; for this purpose we used the parts of the samples without electrodes. The experiments consisted of two consecutive measurements: that of a waveform $E(t)$ by using a sample with the thin film structure and another one of a reference waveform $E_r(t)$ with a bare DSO substrate. The ratio of the
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The optical thickness of any film within the multilayers (≈3 μm) is much smaller than the wavelength of the terahertz radiation (>150 μm). It can be easily shown (e.g., using the transfer matrix formalism) that the terahertz transmission through an STO/DSO multilayer is equivalent to that through an STO/DSO bilayer with the same overall thickness of each material (i.e., a 200-nm-thick STO layer plus a 200-nm-thick DSO layer in the case of our 4×50 and 20×10 samples). The refractive index of the STO films $N = e^{1/2}$ is then determined by inverting the expression

$$t(\omega) = \frac{2N(N_i + 1)\exp[i\omega(N - 1)d + (N_i - 1)(d_i - d_j)]c}{(1 + N)(N + N_i) + (1 - N)(N - N_i)\exp[2i\omega Nd/c]}.$$  

where $d$ is the total thickness of STO layers, $N_i$ is the complex refractive index of DSO, $d_i$ is the substrate thickness, $d_j$ is the thickness of the reference sample (bare DSO substrate), and $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum.

Results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 1. We found no substantial difference between the polarizations $E_{THz}//[101]$ and $E_{THz}//[010]$. The error bars are related mainly to the uncertainty in $d_i$ and $d_j$, as discussed in Ref. 17. Note a clear increase in the permittivity ($e'$) and losses ($e''$) of the 20×10 sample as compared to STO-s. A further increase of $e''$ is observed for the 4×50 structure (while $e'$ remains close to 1 000). The 1×100B structure containing a single STO film exhibits an additional increase in $e'$ while $e''$ stays at the level of the 4×50 sample. All these samples display an increasing (or constant) $e''$ and slightly decreasing $e'$ with frequency. This gives evidence of a strong influence of the (heavily damped) soft mode in this part of the spectrum. The high damping of the soft mode can be attributed to the inhomogeneous distribution of the strain in the structure. For a more specific assignment a higher frequency response and temperature dependences should be determined (corresponding measurements are in progress). The above described spectra are in a strong contrast with the behavior observed for the sample 1×100A, where a low-frequency contribution (central peak) clearly dominates and is at the origin of a high dispersion below 500 GHz. The central peak presumably exists even in the other strained samples, however, its role is much smaller. This might be related to the film growth processing, as indicated by the recently reported strong influence of annealing of STO films on the permittivity in the gigahertz range, in that case the 10 GHz permittivity of annealed samples was significantly reduced. The central peak can be related to the contribution of ferroelectric domain walls and/or polar clusters in the strain-induced ferroelectric phase which is known to show relaxor behavior. Evidence of the central mode contribution to the permittivity in the 10–100 GHz range close to ferroelectric transition temperatures was recently obtained also from bulk (Ba, Sr)TiO3 ceramics and seems to be a general phenomenon near displacive ferroelectric transitions.

In a second series of experiments we characterized the electric field dependence of the terahertz dielectric response of the samples: a dc bias was applied to the samples and transmission spectra were measured with $E_{THz}//[010]$. We verified that the same results are obtained if a low-frequency bias field at 166 Hz is used. In Fig. 2 we show the power transmission spectra of the biased samples normalized to the zero-field spectra. They show the possibility of using some of the investigated structures as terahertz modulators: a ratio of nearly 1.5 (33% transmission modulation) is obtained at 0.5 THz with the sample 4×50 for an applied voltage of 100 V (67 kV/cm). This behavior is related to a strong electric field dependence of both real and imaginary parts of the permittivity.

The dielectric function of the films under external field $e(V)$ was calculated from the spectra of the terahertz pulses transmitted through the biased samples and we used here the pulses transmitted through the unbiased samples as reference.

**FIG. 1.** (Color online) Zero-field permittivity and losses of STO films.

**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Power transmission spectra of the investigated samples. We plot here the ratio between the terahertz transmittances with and without bias: $|E_i/E_i|^2$. 

The tunabilities of strained STO thin films in several multilayer structures grown on DSO substrates in the terahertz range. The soft mode is heavily damped in strained samples and a central mode plays an important role in the subterahertz range. Strained samples show a significant enhancement of the tunability of both permittivity and losses; the highest influence of applied bias was found in the multilayer with intermediate thickness of layers (50 nm). The multilayer samples show also a potential for applications as terahertz modulators.
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very sensitive to external parameters (growth conditions, field, strain, etc) and rapidly vanishes when the field is applied. This could mean that the central peak is due to the contribution of domain walls or polar clusters which is strongly influenced by the bias.10,11

(4) The tunabilities of $1 \times 100B$ and $4 \times 50$ samples are similar; however, the overall thickness of STO in the latter one is twice as high as in the former one. This yields a higher figure of merit of the latter sample for the terahertz transmission modulation, as shown in Fig. 2.

To summarize, we characterized the dielectric properties of strained STO thin films in several multilayer structures grown on DSO substrates in the terahertz range. The soft mode is heavily damped in strained samples and a central mode plays an important role in the subterahertz range. Strained samples show a significant enhancement of the tunability of both permittivity and losses; the highest influence of applied bias was found in the multilayer with intermediate thickness of layers (50 nm). The multilayer samples show also a potential for applications as terahertz modulators.
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